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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate video summarization in the
supervised setting. Since video summarization is subjective to the preference of the end-user, the design of a unique
model is limited. In this work, we propose a model that
provides personalized video summaries by conditioning the
summarization process with predefined categorical user labels referred to as preferences. The underlying method is
based on multiple pairwise rankers (called Multi-ranker),
where the rankers are trained jointly to provide local summaries as well as a global summarization of a given video.
In order to demonstrate the relevance and applications of
our method in contrast with a classical global summarizer,
we conduct experiments on multiple benchmark datasets,
notably through a user study and comparisons with the
state-of-art methods in the global video summarization task.

1. Introduction
Video summarization is an important subfield of video
understanding. It aims to provide the end-user with a synopsis of the original video capturing only the relevant content. Various applications can benefit from video summarization, including semantic video editing and content filtering in particular. Moreover, the summary can also be
used as a preprocessing step by excluding the unnecessary
content and thus reducing the length and processing time of
the video for downstream tasks such as action recognition.
Video summarization is often intertwined with highlight
detection, which can be formulated as a subset selection
problem based on a learnt model that assigns an importance
score for each video frame or segment. In contrast, video
summarization seeks a synopsis that not only contains the
video highlight, but also satisfies other criteria, such as the
diversity, representativeness, visual and semantic coherence
of the summary. In addition, the ability for storytelling and
adaptability to the context is often considered. A substan* corresponding
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Figure 1. Given the test video 9 from TVSum dataset and its framelevel importance scores (gray), our Multi-ranker method trained
with 4 preferences (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) can generate
local/personalized summaries according to a subset of preferences
and a global summary akin to classical summarization methods.

tial work has been done in different topics in this research
area notably in highlight detection and video summarization. Many of these works are based on a novel specific
key insight or heuristic that takes into consideration one
or more of summarization criteria [38, 13, 12, 73, 57, 51]
along with a particular model setting such as supervised
[15, 67, 11, 39], weakly supervised [19, 25, 37, 42] and
unsupervised [62, 33, 73, 23] learning.
In practice, what is meaningful in a video is a subjective matter that depends on the end user perspective, which
represents one of the main challenges in this research topic
[48, 53]. However, few works in the literature were interested in exploring the possibility of customizing the generated summary [10, 41, 46, 54]. Since there is no consensus
on what constitutes a global summary, suggesting a model
that generates a unique summary is restrictive for general
users due to the diversity of their perspectives and opinions.
Instead, designing a model that can provide a set of summaries for the users to select is likely to satisfy specific user
preferences. For instance, in a basketball match video containing many play actions (shooting, dribbling, slam dunk,

layup, etc.), a unique global summary might include all or
some of these actions. However, each user has particular action preference, and we believe considering such preference
will enable a more flexible personalized summarization.
For these purposes, we propose in this work a novel ranking based video summarization model, that is constituted of
multiple sub-ranking models that are trained using pairwise
comparisons between the importance scores of video segments to provide local summaries with respect to each predefined preference by ranking important segments higher
than unimportant ones. Moreover, the sub-ranking models
are jointly trained so that the maximum of their predicted
ranking scores ensures a unique global summary akin to
a standard ranking model trained using pairwise comparisons. As a consequence, our model is capable of predicting a global ranking score and a set of local ranking scores
according to each preference for a given video segment,
enabling the possibility of interacting with the model by
selecting one preference for a local summary generation,
some preferences for a personalized summary generation,
or all preferences for a global summary generation as illustrated in Figure 1. We demonstrate the relevance and applications of our method through quantitative and qualitative
experiments in benchmark datasets.
In summary, our contributions are two-fold: 1) We show
that a pairwise ranking based model can achieve state-ofart results in the task of supervised video summarization.
2) We propose a multiple pairwise ranking model endowed
with a training scheme for generating a global summary as
well as local and personalized summaries with respect to
predefined preferences that the end-user can interact with.

2. Related Work
Video Highlight Detection In early sports video highlight detection works, different models are presented based
on the audio features classification [44], visual features
classification [52] or both of them [59, 55].
Most recent works formulate it as a pairwise ranking
problem in different training settings. In the supervised setting, [51] proposed a pairwise ranker with latent variables
that accounts for the noise and variation in the data while
assuming that domain specific edited videos are more likely
to contain highlights. [63] proposed a deep pairwise ranking model based on a two-stream network structure with
video timelapse and skimming applications. [21] further integrated an attention model for better highlight predictions.
[15] focused on generating animated GIFs using a ranking
model with an adaptive Huber loss. Instead of standard
videos, [64] tackled highlight detection from 360° videos
by suggesting a suitable ranking model.
Fewer works are presented in other settings, [19] focused
on the weakly supervised setting where only video event
labels are provided. In contrast, [62] suggested an unsu-

pervised approach using edited videos only. Based on the
insight that short videos are more focused on highlight than
long ones, [57] introduced a pairwise ranker that scores segments of short videos higher than longer videos.
Video Summarization While highlight detection focuses
on finding relevant content in videos, video summarization
imposes more constraints on the form of generated synopsis
for application purposes. For egocentric video summarization, [60] proposed a model using gaze tracking information, while [29] suggested an approach driven by predicted
important people and objects. [58, 27, 32] focused on the
generation of a storyline representation of the summary.
For general videos, few works introduced non-learning
methods. [34] proposed a motion based model using optical flow. [35] utilized a graph representation focusing on the
content coverage and visual quality. [72] proposed an online method for quasi real-time summarization. [38] made
a collaborative summary using knowledge extracted from
similar videos. [8] defined the video shot importance by its
visual co-occurrence in other videos.
Learning-based video summarization methods can be
categorized according to their training settings. In the supervised setting, the classical methods first segment the
video then estimate visual interestingness per segment using a set of features [14], mixtures of objectives [13], or
a trained classifier [43, 40]. Other works model the interdependencies between frames using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for better summarization. [67] proposed a
LSTM model, while [70, 71] proposed a hierarchical RNN
that perform both segmentation and summarization. To mitigate the computational cost, [11] proposed a self-attention
network. Additional formulations have also been introduced such as sequential subset selection [12], graph modelling [39], and subset structure transfer [66].
In the weakly supervised setting, most of the approaches
use the web prior information to enhance summarization
task [6, 37, 49, 25, 26, 30, 42], while in unsupervised learning setting, many proposed methods learn from preexisting
video cues [33, 65, 73, 22, 18, 68, 23]. We refer the reader
to [3] for an in-depth discussion on these settings’ methods.
Personalized Content Summarization Many works have
investigated the possibility of customizing video summarization. Early works relied on meta-data and user profile.
[20] trained an importance classifier by extracting features
from the meta-data according to a specific user. [1] proposed to map between a user profile and multimedia features. [4] built users profiles and associated them with presentation media (e.g. video metadata, images) for personalized summarization of sports video.
Recent works focused more on using textual queries.
[61] proposed to generate short summaries based on the user
interaction using natural language questions with implicit
constraints. [31] proposed a multi-task embedding network

Figure 2. Standard ranker and Multi-ranker training pipelines and inference such that FC(2048,1), the fully-connected layer with 2048
input features dimension and BCE, the binary cross-entropy loss. The grey color represents video frame-level GT importance scores and
the top 15% predicted ranking scores are colored in the histogram to represent the summaries.

which incorporates information in form of title, description,
query with visual content for semantic selection. [47] suggested a memory network that attends the user query onto
different video frames. [69] proposed a query conditioned
generative model where the generator learns a joint representation of user query and video content. [46, 54, 56] proposed methods to generate diverse, representative, and relevant summaries to the input text query.
In another spectrum, [10, 41] introduced personalization
methods based on the user history. [10] suggested a ranking model conditioned on the user history represented by
the previously selected highlights of the user. [41] trained
highlight detection and history encoder networks that are
interacted to provide frame-level highlight scores given the
user input and previous highlights history. [9] proposed an
active summarization method that interactively gathers user
preference as feedback while creating the summary.
Our work can be considered as a personalized summarization using predetermined preferences. These preferences are segment-based labelling denoting a semantic
meaning defined by the data. At test time, the user can interact with the trained model by selecting the preferences to
include in the custom summary.

3. Approach
In this section, we first outline the pairwise ranking
model for global supervised summarization, then we show
how to incorporate it in the design of a multiple pairwise
ranking model for local and personalized summarizations.

3.1. Pairwise Ranking Model for Global Summarization
Ranking-based models for video summarization are well
studied in the literature [57, 15, 63] where the general aim

is to learn a ranking function R that associates high ranking
scores to important video segments and to build a summary
by selecting the top-ranked segments. In this work, we formulate the summarization task as a classification problem
and trained a pairwise ranker R using CNN features as proposed in [5, 50]. The method consists of learning to classify
a pair of video segment features, s(1) and s(2) according to
their GT (ground truth) importance ordering, s(1) ≺ s(2) ,
s(1) ∼ s(2) or s(1) ≻ s(2) .
Formally, given a video composed by n segments
with features and their GT importance scores as S =
{(s1 , l1 ), . . . , (sn , ln )}, we construct a dataset with pairwise
(2)
N
comparisons {(s(1)
i , si , yi )}i=1 of size N, and define the ranking loss as follows:
  \mathcal {L}_{R}(s_i^{(1)},~s_i^{(2)},~y_i) = -y_i \log [\sigma (R(s^{(1)}_i)-R(s^{(2)}_i))] \nonumber \\ - (1-y_i) \log [1-\sigma (R(s^{(1)}_i)-R(s^{(2)}_i))]),
(1)
(2)
such that σ(x) = 1+e1 −x is the sigmoid function, (s(1)
i , si ) is
pair of segment features, and yi ∈ {0, 0.5, 1} is the comparison label that denotes the importance ordering and defined
as: yi = [li(1) > li(2) ] + 12 [li(1) = li(2) ] with [.] is Iverson bracket
(1)
(2) (2)
and (s(1)
i , li ), (si , li ) ∈ S .

3.2. Multiple Pairwise Ranking Model for Personalized Summarization
By training a pairwise ranking model R, we are capable
of generating a unique summary. However, due to the subjective nature of summarization task, the applications of a
global model are limited and a personalized model is much
desirable thanks to its range of options, such as providing
summary according to an additional cue and interactivity
with the end-user. For these aims, a conditional model is an
appropriate choice, for instance, [10, 41] proposed a conditional model on the user history to provide a custom sum-

mary. In contrast, we opt in this work for a model using
supplemental categorical labelling that we aliased as preferences. The categorical label or preferences can represent
many cues depending on the target dataset and available labelling, such as the action recognition labels or simply kmeans clustering predicted labels.
Given a set of preferences P = {1 · · · P}, we introduce
a multiple ranking model titled, Multi-ranker, which consists of a set of sub-rankers {R j }Pj=1 that are jointly trained
so the local summaries conform with the preferences and
global summary aggregates the sub-rankers scores. Formally, given a video as a set of n segments’ features
with their GT importance scores and preferences S =
{(s1 , l1 , p1 ), . . . , (sn , ln , pn )}, we construct a pairwise com(2)
parisons dataset {(s(1)
i , si , yi , zi j )}(i, j) with (i, j) ∈ {1 . . . N} ×
{1 . . . P}, and define the local ranking loss LR j with respect
to preference j associated with sub-ranker R j as follows:
  \mathcal {L}_{R_{j}}(s_i^{(1)},~s_i^{(2)},~z_{ij}) = -z_{ij} \log [\sigma (R_j(s^{(1)}_i)-R_j(s^{(2)}_i))] \nonumber \\ - (1-z_{ij}) \log [1-\sigma (R_j(s^{(1)}_i)-R_j(s^{(2)}_i))]),
(2)
(2)
where σ(x) = 1+e1 −x is the sigmoid function, (s(1)
i , si ) is
a pair of segment features and zi j ∈ {0, 0.5, 1} is the local
comparison label that denotes the importance ordering with
respect to preference j and ensures that a segment si is of
high importance only if li is high and pi = j which can be
formulated as follows:

  z_{ij} = [([p_i^{(1)} = j]~l_i^{(1)}) > ([p_i^{(2)}=j]~l_i^{(2)})] \nonumber \\ + \frac {1}{2} [([p_i^{(1)} = j]~l_i^{(1)}) = ([p_i^{(2)}=j]~l_i^{(2)})].

• Global summarization similar to state-of-the-art supervised summarization methods, where the global predicted ranking score for segment si is max j∈P R j (si )
• Local summarization with respect to a specific preference j, where the local predicted ranking score for
segment si is R j (si )
• Personalized summarization with respect to a specific subset of preferences P s ∈ 2P \{}, where the
custom predicted ranking score for segment si is
max j∈Ps R j (si )
We note that the possibility of separately training a
global ranker R and local sub-rankers {R j } to perform local
and global summarization tasks, shows that the strength of
our Multi-ranker model lies in its training scheme that correlates between local sub-rankers to create a personalized
and eventually a global summary. In such a scenario, the
independent models provide |P|+1 summaries, while Multiranker model generates 2|P| −1 summaries thanks to the possibility of selecting different preference combinations.
Lastly, different from [10, 41] that require the user history, at test time, Multi-ranker only requires the input video
and preference selection from the user thanks to the preference modelling we opt for. However, our method requires
as many sub-rankers as preferences. We believe this is not
a computational issue, since each ranker is represented by a
1-layer network.

4. Experiments

Additionally, in order to ensure that the max-aggregation
of sub-rankers {R j } scores is equivalent to a global pairwise
ranker R, we define the global ranking loss LRmax similarly
to LR as follows:

In this section, we first describe the experimental settings. We then provide quantitative results that compare our
method with state-of-the-art methods in supervised video
summarization task. We provide ablation studies with hyperparameters tuning, and demonstrate the relevance of local and personalized summarization. Lastly, we evaluate
our results qualitatively with visualization and a user study.

  &\mathcal {L}_{R_{max}}(s_i^{(1)},s_i^{(2)},y_i) = -y_i \log [\sigma (\max _{j \in \mathcal {P}}R_j(s^{(1)}_i)-\max _{j \in \mathcal {P}}R_j(s^{(2)}_i))] \nonumber \\ &- (1-y_i) \log [1-\sigma (\max _{j \in \mathcal {P}}R_j(s^{(1)}_i)-\max _{j \in \mathcal {P}}R_j(s^{(2)}_i))]).

4.1. Datasets Preparation

(3)

(4)
Finally, putting the global and local losses together we
obtain the Multi-ranker loss LRmulti as follows:
  \mathcal {L}_{R_{multi}}(s_i^{(1)},~s_i^{(2)},~y_i,~z_{ij})= \lambda ~\mathcal {L}_{R_{max}}(s_i^{(1)},~s_i^{(2)},~y_i) \nonumber \\ + (1-\lambda )~\mathcal {L}_{R_{j}}(s_i^{(1)},~s_i^{(2)},~z_{ij}),
(5)
(2)
where (s(1)
i , si ) is a pair of segment features, zi j , yi ∈
{0, 0.5, 1} are the local and global comparison labels and λ
is a hyperparameter that balances between local and global
summarization of the Multi-ranker model.
By leveraging the Multi-ranker model and its training
scheme illustrated in Figure 2, we can perform the following three main tasks:

TVSum [49] dataset is a collection of 50 YouTube videos
grouped into 10 categories. Each video is split into a set of 2
second-long shots. 20 users are asked to rate how important
each shot is, compared to other shots from the same video
in order to build 20 reference summaries. The GT summary
for each video is defined as the mean of the corresponding
20 reference summaries.
SumMe [14] dataset is constituted of 25 videos containing a variety of events. For each video, 15 to 18 reference interval-based keyshot summaries were associated.
These summaries are converted to frame-level reference
summaries by marking the frames contained in the keyshots
with score 1 and frames not contained in the keyshots by
score 0. Then, the GT summary associated with each video
is defined as the mean of 15 to 18 reference summaries.

Methods
Human baseline
VASNet [11]
dppLSTM [67]
DR-DSN60 [73]
DR-DSN2000 [73]
CSNet+GL+RPE [23]
SumGraph [39]
Standard ranker
Multi-ranker8
Multi-ranker4
Multi-ranker2

TVSum
0.1755 ± 0.0227
0.1690 ± 0.0189
0.0298 ± 0.0284
0.0169 ± 0.0508
0.1516 ± 0.0373
0.0700 ± 0.0000
0.0940 ± 0.0000
0.1758 ± 0.0243
0.1750 ± 0.0296
0.1736 ± 0.0266
0.1630 ± 0.0209

SumMe
0.1796 ± 0.0107
0.0224 ± 0.0289
-0.0256 ± 0.0214
0.0433 ± 0.0386
-0.0159 ± 0.0305
0.0108 ± 0.0407
-0.0097 ± 0.0405
-0.0006 ± 0.0454
0.0172 ± 0.0198

FineGym
0.3739 ± 0.0295
-0.0267 ± 0.0075
0.1457 ± 0.1108
NaN
0.3792 ± 0.0335
0.3928 ± 0.0291
-

Table 1. The mean and standard deviation of Kendall’s τ coefficient [24] per each method and dataset. Multi-rankerP denotes the trained
model with P preferences P = {1 · · · P} and DR-DSNep denotes the trained model for ep epochs. The best performing model is highlighted
and the symbol ‘-’ means that the results are not available. We note that FineGym has only 4 fixed preferences and 1 reference summary.

Unlike TVSum and SumMe that are video summarization datasets, FineGym [45] is a fine-grained action recognition dataset that provides action level temporal annotations
for 156 YouTube gymnasium videos. Since the videos are
of long duration, we only used 50 sampled videos for experiments purpose and listed their ID in the Supplemental
Material. In this case, we do not have reference summaries
instead, we define one reference summary and the GT summary for each video by marking the frames contained in the
action keyshots with score 1 and frames not contained in the
keyshots by score 0.

4.2. Evaluation Metric
The common evaluation metric in the state-of-the-art
video summarization methods is F1 score calculated between the predicted and reference summaries where the
summarization pipeline consists of importance score estimation, video segmentation and keyshots selection. In recent work, [36] showed that randomly generated summaries
achieve similar or better results than the state-of-the-art
methods which imply that the importance score estimation
part has no major influence on the measure score. Instead,
[36] proposed alternative evaluation metrics that compare
the importance scores ordering of the reference and predicted summary. These metrics are rank correlation coefficients, precisely Kendall’s τ [24] and Spearman’s ρ [74] coefficients. In this work, we focus on using Kendall’s τ rank
correlation coefficient to evaluate our method and compare
it with state-of-the-art methods, while we report the results
using Spearman’s ρ in the Supplemental Material.

4.3. Implementation Details
In FineGym dataset, we only define 4 categorical preferences using action labels (Vaulting, Floor Exercise, Balance Beam, Uneven Bars). Segments without annotations
are assigned to an additional background preference, which
is not used in the experiments due to its application irrele-

vance. In TVSum and SumMe datasets, there is no segment
labelling to define as preferences. Instead, we opt for training k-means models on 5000 randomly sampled segment
features with 2, 4, 8 clusters respectively, where the number
of clusters represents the number of preferences and each
video segment is labelled with the predicted preference.
We generated segment features si using 3D ResNet
[16] with ResNet-50 [17] backbone pretrained on Kinetics
dataset [7]. The features are of 2048 dimensions extracted
after the flattening of the pooling of the last conv layer. We
note that each feature represents a segment si of 16 frames
such that its preference pi is defined as mentioned in the
previous paragraph and its corresponding importance score
li is the mean of the 16 frames GT importance scores resulting in segment-level GT importance scores.
We modelled the ranker R and each sub-ranker {Ri } using one fully-connected layer (FC) and trained the Standard ranker and Multi-ranker methods using Adam optimizer [28]. We set the learning rate to 0.0002 in all experiments and the hyperparameter λ, mini-batch size B, number
of pairwise comparisons N and training epochs are specified
in each experiment according to the Ablation Study 4.5.2.

4.4. Experimental Protocol
Our model is trained using segment-level GT summaries,
while the testing of our model and the baseline methods is
performed using the frame-level reference summaries. In
case a model is trained on segment-level features, the predicted frame importance score is equal to the predicted importance score of the segment containing that frame. Given
a video’s reference summaries and predicted summary, the
resulting video correlation coefficient is the mean of the
correlation coefficients between the predicted summary and
each reference summary. Additionally, the human baseline
correlation coefficient of a video is defined using leave-oneout approach [36], which is the mean of coefficients between each possible pair of reference summaries. We note

Figure 3. The mean Kendall’s τ coefficient per each setting and dataset (solid line) surrounded by a shaded area of range [−std, std], with
std the Kendall’s τ coefficient standard deviation and #pairs the number of pairwise comparisons.

Figure 4. The mean Kendall’s τ coefficient per each setting and dataset (solid line) surrounded by a shaded area of range [−std, std], with
std the Kendall’s τ coefficient standard deviation and global, local denoting global and local summarization coefficients.

that FineGym dataset has one reference summary and thus
the human baseline is not defined. Similarly to [11] canonical setting, we generate 5 random non-test/test splits for
each individual dataset. We set 80% of all videos in non-test
set and 20% in test set and define the correlation coefficient
of a set of videos as the mean of correlation coefficients of
each video.

4.5. Quantitative Results
4.5.1

Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods

Baselines: We train dppLSTM [67], VASNet [11], DRDSN [73], Standard ranker, Multi-ranker on TVSum and
SumMe using the feature embeddings described in [11]. For
FineGym, we train these models using our feature processing described in Subsection 4.3. In the case of Multi-ranker
{Ri } and Standard ranker R, we set N = 2000, B = 128, λ =
0.5 and train them for 1 epoch according to Ablation Study
4.5.2 findings, while the human baseline is defined as in
Subsection 4.4. Additionally, we report CSNet+GL+RPE
[23] and SumGraph [39] original results on TVSum since
no implementation is publicly available. We note that unless mentioned otherwise, all these models are trained and
tested on the same sets using their default hyperparameters.
Following the Experimental Protocol 4.4, we compare
our Multi-ranker with these baselines on the global summarization task using the test set of each split in each benchmark. We report in Table 1, the mean and standard deviation
of Kendall’s τ coefficients on the test sets.

On TVSum dataset, we notice that Standard ranker
achieves comparable results to the human baseline with
Multi-ranker and VASNet slightly below. dppLSTM and
DR-DSN struggle to generalize to test sets, however when
we trained DR-DSN for more epochs, it performs well comparable to other methods. Similarly to TVSum, on FineGym dataset, Standard ranker and VASNet perform well
with Multi-ranker slightly above. dppLSTM struggles to
generalize to test sets, while DR-DSN showed unstable predictions and eventually with more training epochs, it diverges by predicting the same score for all segments.
Concerning SumMe dataset, we could not neglect the
fact that all experimented methods have failed to generalize on the test set. So far, the previous works that relied
on the rank correlation coefficient evaluation [36, 23, 39]
have only shown results on TVSum. [23] mentioned that
the binary importance scores in SumMe reference summaries are not a proper form for the evaluation metrics.
We disagree with this proposition while providing the performance on FineGym dataset with the binary importance
scores in its reference summaries as an evidence. Evaluating with this reference summary form will induce many
pairwise ties that need to be accounted for by the rank correlation measure. Fortunately, Kendall’s Tau-b and Spearman’s Rho statistics have adjustments for ties [2, 74] and
can be safely used. On the other hand, we make the observations that SumMe videos are widely context independent while FineGym videos have the same context, and also
that our method and the baselines have failed to generalize

using two different video feature extractors (more details
in Supplemental Material). These observations lead us to
question the generalization capability of the training segment features of SumMe videos.

4.5.2

Ablation Study

We conduct ablation studies to tune the hyperparameters
of our model and investigate their impact on performance.
Since an exhaustive grid search is time consuming, we use
the following two-step process: we first tune the mini-batch
size B and number of pairwise comparisons N by training
a Standard ranker R, then we tune the hyperparameter λ by
training a Multi-ranker {Ri }.
We set B ∈ {32, 128} , N ∈ {2000, 5000} and follow the
Experimental Protocol 4.4 in training Standard ranker R using 4-fold cross-validation on the non-test set for each split.
As a result, we train 20 models for 50 epochs and report
in Figure 3 the mean and standard deviation of Kendall’s
τ coefficients on the validation sets along with the corresponding human baseline. According to the plots in Figure 3, we made the following conclusions: the early epochs
are enough to obtain an optimal ranker and further training
leads to overfitting on training set. The model is not sensitive to the hyperparameters B and N at optimal epochs since
the coefficient differences are not significant.
The aim for hyperparameter λ is to balance the local and
global summarization of Multi-ranker. In order to quantify this trade-off, reporting correlation coefficients related
to predicted global summaries is not enough. We define a
local reference summary for a video with respect to preference j such that a frame importance score is set to 0 if the
associated segment si satisfies pi , j. Thus, the resulting
video local correlation coefficient is the mean of the correlation coefficients between the predicted and reference local
summary with respect to each local reference summary and
each preference. Also, the local human baseline correlation
coefficient is the mean of coefficients between each possible
pair of local reference summaries for each preference.
We set P = {1 . . . 4}, B = 128, N = 2000, λ ∈
{0.25, 0.5, 0.75} and follow the Experimental Protocol 4.4
in training Multi-ranker {Ri } using 4-fold cross validation
on the non-test set for each split. We report in Figure 4 the
mean and standard deviation of local and global Kendall’s τ
coefficients of the validation sets along with the corresponding human baselines. We notice that the λ variation does not
have an impact on the global summarization performance,
while the mean local correlation coefficient tend to decrease
when λ puts more emphasis on global summarization. In
addition, the influence of the number of preferences on the
global summarization is also investigated and shown in the
Supplemental Material.

Pref. set
Multi-ranker
Standard ranker
{1}
0.1086 ± 0.0164
0.0254 ± 0.0122
{2}
0.3568 ± 0.0376
0.2727 ± 0.0241
{3}
0.3985 ± 0.0097
0.2978 ± 0.0133
{4}
0.3007 ± 0.0283
0.1504 ± 0.0840
{1,2}
0.3928 ± 0.0291
0.3792 ± 0.0335
{1,3}
0.3747 ± 0.0245
0.2829 ± 0.0325
{1,4}
0.2359 ± 0.0286
0.1200 ± 0.0582
{2,3}
0.4093 ± 0.0135
0.3925 ± 0.0183
{2,4}
0.3707 ± 0.0218
0.2781 ± 0.0387
{3,4}
0.3966 ± 0.0117
0.2996 ± 0.0201
{1,2,3}
0.3928 ± 0.0291
0.3792 ± 0.0335
{1,2,4}
0.3928 ± 0.0291
0.3792 ± 0.0335
{1,3,4}
0.3747 ± 0.0245
0.2829 ± 0.0325
{2,3,4}
0.4093 ± 0.0135
0.3925 ± 0.0183
{1,2,3,4} 0.3928 ± 0.0291
0.3792 ± 0.0335
Table 2. The mean and standard deviation Kendall’s τ coefficient
of Multi-ranker and Standard ranker for each possible preference
set P s (Pref. set).

4.5.3

Relevance of Personalized Summarizations

This experiment’s aim is to demonstrate that Multi-ranker
provides more preference specific summaries than the Standard ranker. For this purpose, we define a personalized reference summary for a video with respect to preference set
P s such that a frame importance score is set to 0 if the associated segment si satisfies pi < P s . Thus, the resulting video
personalized correlation coefficient is the mean of the correlation coefficient between the predicted personalized summary and each personalized reference summary. Although
the Standard ranker is trained on GT summaries to generate
a global summary, testing it using personalized reference
summaries sets a lower bound baseline for Multi-ranker.
We set N = 2000, B = 128, λ = 0.5, P = {1 . . . 4} and
train Multi-ranker and Standard ranker for 1 epoch. Following the Experimental Protocol 4.4, we test these models on the personalized summarization task using the test
set of each split in FineGym dataset. We report in Table 2,
the mean and standard deviation of personalized Kendall’s τ
coefficients on the test sets. As expected from Multi-ranker
model, we notice that the more general the generated summary is, the more the Multi-ranker correlation coefficient is
similar to the Standard ranker. Also, the more local the generated summary is, the wider the disparity between Standard ranker and Multi-ranker correlation coefficients.

4.6. Qualitative Results
4.6.1

Visualization

In this subsection, we present an example of global and local video summaries in FineGym dataset, with more examples shown in the Supplemental Material. In Figure 5,
we illustrate the segment-level GT importance scores of a
video in FineGym and highlight the top-ranked 15% global
and local predicted segments with respect to Floor Exercise

Figure 5. Segment-level GT importance scores (gray), Multi-ranker global summary (blue), Multi-ranker local summary for Floor Exercise
preference (magenta) for the test video with ID ‘0LtLS9wROrk’ from FineGym dataset.

preference using Multi-ranker in local and global summarization tasks. In each illustrated summary, we visualize 6
sampled frames from the highlighted predicted frames.
4.6.2

User Study

To quantify the perceived quality of our Multi-ranker
method and the impact from the user perspective of each
Multi-ranker task, i.e. local, personalized and global summarizations, we performed a user study based on 40 subjects that are asked to provide their opinions about 4 main
comparison scenarios. We focused on FineGym videos with
its predefined 4 preferences and asked the subject to watch
for each scenario run the original video and two associated
summaries while selecting a preference for local summary
or a set of preferences for personalized summary and then
submit his answer to the scenario question. The first scenario is a subjective comparison between Multi-ranker and
VASNet [11] summaries, while the remaining scenarios are
comparisons between local, personalized and global summaries in term of usability and satisfaction from the user
perspective. The corresponding question for each scenario
is defined as follows: (1) Is the quality of Multi-ranker summary better, equal or worse than VASNet [11] summary?
(2) Is local summary more content specific than global summary or not? (3) Does personalized summary provide better
user control to achieve satisfactory result than global summary or not? (4) Does personalized summary provide better
user control to achieve satisfactory result than local summary or not?
Table 3 shows the user study results. In short, nearly
half of the participants found that Multi-ranker and VASNet [11] summaries have similar quality, which is compatible with the quantitative comparison. The majority of
participants found that local summary is more content specific than global summary and that personalized summary
has better user control and satisfaction than local and global
summaries. These results are a promising indication that

Scen.
Scen.
Scen.
Scen.

1
2
3
4

SD
7.14%
0.00%
2.56%
0.00%

MD
14.29%
5.49%
6.41%
3.85%

Similar
46.43%
5.49%
10.26%
2.56%

MA
21.43%
24.18%
20.51%
85.90%

SA
10.71%
64.84%
60.26%
7.69%

Table 3. User study results with respect to each scenario (Scen.)
with (SD,MD,MA,SA) stands for (Strongly Disagree, Mildly Disagree, Mildly Agree, Strongly Agree) respectively. The numbers
indicate the percentage of responses for each scenario question.

user interactive summarization is more appealing and satisfying than unique global summarization.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
We introduce Multi-ranker, a multiple pairwise ranking
model for personalized video summarization using predefined preferences. We proposed a training scheme allowing the model to accomplish local, personalized, or global
summarization tasks. Our experiments show that the proposed method can generate not only high-quality global
summaries that are comparable to the state-of-the-art, but
also personalized summaries that conform with a set of preferences. We believe that a proper benchmark such as a sport
summarization dataset is needed to explore the range of possible applications in the video summarization tasks. In this
work, we only focused on the adaptability to the user preference summarization criteria and further criteria such as the
diversity and coherence can be explored as future works.
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